**WARNING!!!**

1. To prevent risk of electrical shock, deactivate/disconnect power supply before installing or relamping fixture.
2. To reduce risk of fire or explosion, do not install where the marked operating temperature exceeds the ignition temperature of the hazardous atmosphere(s).
3. This fixture should be installed by qualified technicians in strict accordance with the National Electrical Code and any local requirements.

1. Remove fixture from carton. Unscrew parts 16203P and 16200P (unscrew complete 16200P assembly – do not attempt to unscrew globe only).
2. Loosen 2 screws (28089) in 16203P.
3. Remove 26641 contact assembly.
4. Thread 16203P on conduit and tighten 28153 screw on top of casting.
5. Pull lead wires from conduit through 16203P casting.
6. Attach power leads to 26641 contact assembly and attach ground wire to 16203P ground wire screw.
7. Re-install 26641 contact assembly in 16203P and tighten screws.
8. Install lamp in 16201P housing.
9. Re-install 16200P on 16201P housing and tighten 28152 set screw.
10. Install 16201P assembly to 16203P assembly and tighten 28152 screw.
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